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DESIGN COMPETITION
The Museum of Science Fiction is a nonprofit organization, which seeks to establish a science fiction

museum in Washington DC. As an initial step, the museum will build a temporary preview facility
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Museum of Science Fiction, Preview Museum

Who can participate? This competition is open to students, architects, and designers.
Teams or individuals from the United States or abroad can participate.

Project Description:
The Museum of Science Fiction (MoSF) is a non-profit organization, which seeks to
establish a science fiction museum in Washington DC. As an initial step, MoSF will
build a temporary preview museum, which will be used to:
 Establish an immediate presence for the museum in Washington DC, and generate

excitement and media interest in a future, full-size museum.

 Solicit donations for through fundraising events.

 Test innovative new technologies and gain insights into the visitor experience to
inform planning for a future, full-size museum.

Additionally, the preview museum will:

 Engage and educate visitors with compelling content, design, programming and
state-of-the-art visual and digital installations.

 Create a social hub for the science fiction community.

 Be seen as a comprehensive source of science fiction knowledge.

 Demonstrate the educational potential, particularly in the STEM fields, of a science
fiction museum.

See the Museum of Science Fiction website www.museumofsciencefiction.org/contest
for additional information.

Program Requirements:

A 3,000-4,000 SF temporary preview museum, consisting of:

 Gallery space to house interactive exhibits related to science fiction. The exhibits
will be rotated periodically over the three-year life of the museum. At any given
time, the gallery must accommodate at least seven exhibits. The gallery must also
be able to accommodate special programs and fundraising events with seating for
150 people.

 Vestibule area to house ticket sales and display information about the preview
museum, special programs, and events.

 Gift kiosk (50 SF)

 Preview museum manager’s office (100 SF)

 Coat check closet

 IT/Server Room

 Restrooms



Additional requirements:
• The design shall adhere to applicable codes.
• The maximum occupancy of the preview museum shall be 300 people.
• The preview museum will have a life span of three years, after which it will be relocated

to another city. The design solution must allow for fast and easy erection and
dismantling.

• The design must incorporate an exhibit that includes a 5’-6” scale model of the U.S.S.
Enterprise from the Star Trek (1966-69) television series.

• The design may incorporate a flexible, thin LED display wall to be used for special
programs.

• The design solution must be within a construction budget of $2 million.

Site:
The site consists of an empty lot in Washington, DC. It will be located near a
transportation hub and will have street frontage on at least one side.

Jury:
The design solutions will be judged by members from the museum's Board of Advisors,

including award-winning authors Greg Bear and David Brin; Creative Director, Louis Paul
Miller (Character SF), and the MoSF Design Team.  Other jurist invitations are pending
acceptance and will be announced shortly. The design solutions will be judged on the
following criteria:

1. Does the design solution address the programmatic requirements?
2. Is the solution within budget?

The winner will be announced 14 days after the submission deadline. The team or
individual with the winning entry may be asked to further develop the design and
produce additional drawings. Work contained in a submission under this competition
may be used by us to promote the preview museum.

Submission requirements: Submit your design solution on a single, 24” x 36” PDF file.
As an alternative, you may also submit a TIF or JPG image of the same size (2592 x 1728
@ 72 dpi). The file must be no larger than 5 MB and must include your registration
number in the file name. Email your file to: greg.viggiano@museumofsciencefiction.org

Registration Process: Send an email to greg.viggiano@museumofsciencefiction.org to
obtain a registration number anytime before 5pm on Friday, July 25, 2014.

Registration deadline: Friday, July 25, 2014 at 5 PM EST. You will be assigned a random
identification number to be included with your submission.

Submission deadline: Sunday, August 31, 2014 at 5 PM EST

Registration Cost:  Free.

Prize: $1,000
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